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OCA/USPS-T12-1.  Please refer to LR-K-56, Word file lr_k_56.doc, page 32.  This is a 

list of “52 operational groups.” 

a. Please provide TPF, TPH, and FHP by facility, by quarter for each “operational 

group.” 

b. Please provide a list mapping the “52 operational groups” to operations for which 

you estimate an output elasticity.  See USPS-T-12, page 54, table 12. 

 

OCA/USPS-T12-2.  Please provide the following data. 

a. Microsoft Excel file containing mail processing equipment data by LR-K-56 Site 

ID obtained from the Personal Property Asset Master (PPAM).  Each sheet 

should contain the mail processing equipment for a specific quarter and year.  

The individual records should correspond to pieces of equipment.  Please use 

the following column labels: 

 
Site ID - Facility identifier, corresponding to site ID number 
in the LR-K-56 volume variability data set. 
PCN - Property Code Number identifying the type of  
equipment. 
Year - Year of Acquisition 
Cost - Acquisition cost for each piece of equipment 

 

b. Microsoft Excel file containing mail processing equipment data for Bulk Mail 

Centers from the Personal Property Asset Master (PPAM).  Each sheet should 

contain the mail processing equipment for a specific quarter and year.  The 

individual records should correspond to pieces of equipment.  Please use the 

following column labels: 
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BMC - Facility identifier for Bulk Mail Centers 
PCN - Property Code Number identifying the type of  
equipment. 
Year - Year of Acquisition 
Cost - Acquisition cost for each piece of equipment 

 

c. Microsoft Excel file containing a list of mail processing equipment Property Code 

Numbers (PCNs) and PCN descriptions. 

 
d. Microsoft Excel file containing quarterly values for capital variables provided in 

LR-K-56.  Please use the following column labels: 

Value of Capital - Quarterly values of the facility capital index 
(QICAP), 
Value of AHE - Quarterly values of the automated handling 
equipment index (QIAHE), 
Value of MHE - Quarterly values of the mechanized handling 
equipment index (QIMHE) 
Value of Owned PSE - Quarterly values of the owned part of 
postal support equipment index (QIPSE) 
Value of Rented Equipment - Quarterly values of the rented part 
of postal support equipment (QIPSE) 
Value of Owned P&D Buildings - Quarterly values of the owned 
part of processing and distribution (P&D) building index (QIPDBLD) 
Value of Rented P&D Buildings - Quarterly values of the rented 
part of processing and distribution (P&D) building index (QIPDBLD) 
Value of AFCS - Quarterly values of the AFCS index (QIAFCS) 
Value of Cancellation Equipment - Quarterly values of the 
cancellation index (QICANC) 
Value of FSM 881 - Quarterly values of the FSM 881 index 
(QIFSM881) 
Value of AFSM 100 - Quarterly values of the AFSM 100 index 
(QIAFSM100) 
Value of FSM 1000 - Quarterly values of the FSM 1000 index 
(QIFSM1000) 
Value of MPBCS - Quarterly values of the MPBCS index 
(QIMPBCS) 
Value of OCR Equipment - Quarterly values of the OCR index 
(QIOCR) 
Value of OCR Installation - Quarterly values of the installation part 
of the OCR index (QIOCR) 
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Value of DBCS Equipment - Quarterly values of the DBCS index 
(QIDBCS) 
Value of DBCS Installation - Quarterly values of the installation 
part of the DBCS index (QIDBCS) 

 
e. Microsoft Excel file containing the national aggregate price and quantity indexes 

used to develop the capital indexes provided in LR-K-56.  

 
f. Microsoft Excel file containing a crosswalk between the 2004 IOCS and LR-K-56 

Site IDs. 

 

OCA/USPS-T12-3.  Please provide the marginal time implicit in the “R2004” variability 

for each cost pool in Table 12 of your testimony (page 54).  Please show the 

calculations you use. 


